
 

$629. Fully Assembled, Ready to play with top 
class chipset and hardware components. 

Designed for Low Power consumption to play 
hundreds of classic arcade games at super 
definition game resolution and high quality 

audio. 

 
 

Jazz up any apartment or playroom; add a little 
life to that lonely section of your favorite room! 

 

          
 Supplied with 1299 working games  

This MAME (Multiple Arcade Machine Emulator) cabinet is brand new, fully assembled Up 

and Running to play your favorite classic games Faster than Ever Without Breaking the Bank! 

The 1299 N1 is our entry level retro style head-to-head arcade "Bartop" inspired arcade cabinet 

created to make your classic arcade set up easier and more affordable than ever. A beautiful 

tabletop centerpiece of classic gaming highlights the vintage aesthetic of the traditional classic 

arcade we all know and love. We have designed this mini arcade machine around the industry 

standard JAMMA interface featuring an included 19" monitor and a 1299 JAMMA board.
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Our Furniture based Electronic gaming product Features 
 

 Hand made in North Carolina with pride. Furniture capital of the world! 

 Sturdy wood construction, 29” Tall by 21” Wide and 21” deep to fit on top of any 

countertop or modified barstools 

 Lifetime warranty on workmanship with availability of parts and service through 

www.NCPCS.com 

 Includes 1299 arcade games some 2 Player all setup and Pre-Wired Controls (Pre-

configured to JAMMA) 

  Lighted color glowing joysticks with all 15 control buttons  lighted  

 Preconfigured wired control panel setup to the popular JAMMA standard 

 Custom color Formica laminated sides, top, lid, control panel and monitor frame 

for maximum cabinet durability on play surfaces 

 Banner decal set with 1” white control panel button placards  

 Open cabinet access from control panel or back for additional Mods or to swap 

JAMMA boards (Upgrade) 

 Adjustable Volume with  2 built in speakers  

 Includes a 19" Flat Screen Monitor with a 16:9 Ratio for the Option of Modern HD 

Games and Future Game Console Additions 

 LED Adjustable Color and Flashing Backlit Marquee Header Board with Remote 

 Fan cooled 200 watt ATX switching power supply 

 JAMMA board installed 1299 games Pandora 5S version 3-12-2018 

 

 

 

 



      

Choose from a variety of colors. The NCPCS  1299 N1 custom  is our furniture quality 2 player MAME 

cabinet.  with an installed JAMMA card containing 1299 games. Please allow a 2 week lead time for 

orders of 5 or more.  On Sale now for $629. Each (USD);  We can ship anywhere in the Continental 

United States and select territories of Canada. We typically ship UPS ground to help you avoid expensive 

freight fees. 


